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Single Sign-On Options
ClickTime is partnered with several leading organizations to simplify logging in

Save Time and Effort
We know that your company uses a multitude of applications and services, with each requiring its own login and
password. ClickTime wants to simplify things for you and your employees. With SSO, you can access all of your
applications - Google, your calendar, ClickTime - by authenticating just once, using a single login
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One Password to Rule Them All
Imagine signing into one location, accessing your list app, your email app, or your ClickTime
app, without needing to remember a different password for each. We understand that many
employees struggle to remember and manage the variety of passwords that come with
different services, so with SSO, there's only one combination they have to remember. No
more wasting your time remembering unnecessary logins and passwords.
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Secure Your Company’s Information
With SSO, all of your logins occur on one screen, which will help your employees identify
phishing attacks and prevent possible transfers of sensitive information
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Adapt Quickly
With SSO, you have more security at your fingertips, from dedicated SSO providers according
to their methods. Being able to to access more security options than standard email/password
gives you more options to your company, as well as more assurance that you can adapt
readily to upcoming standards in authentication
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Ease of Use
ClickTime has partnered with companies like OneLogin and Okta to manage the migration
process for existing ClickTime customers. We also support SAML, which allows for more
freedom of choice, allowing enterprises to choose their vendors, knowing that the standards
ensure interoperability across identify providers.

Want to
Learn More?

More information can be found at
https://www.clicktime.com/web-based/timesheet/single-sign-on-sso
As well as in our Help Center

You can also email
support@clicktime.com
with any questions

